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Glossary of abbreviations
ARIA: Accessible Rich Internet Applications
CFIT: Centre for Inclusive Technology, part of NCBI
CMS: Content Management System
CSS: Cascading Style Sheet
DOM: Document Object Model
WAI: Web Accessibility Initiative of the W3C (q.v.)
WCAG1 and WCAG2: Web Content Accessibility Guidelines, Version 1 and Version 2
W3C: World Wide Web Consortium
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Executive Summary
This deliverable presents the current requirements analysis work for the I2Web project. The
material in this deliverable falls into two categories:



User requirements and designs for I2Web prototype tools
Data for user modelling, specifically the models for simulating the behaviour of users
with different UA/AT preferences on a web application

Requirements for the Accessibility Expert Viewer
The requirements elicitation activities undertaken with stakeholders in the value chain of
web accessibility, specifically web commissioners, web developers and web expert
evaluators, revealed that there is still substantial work to be done on tool support for
commissioning and creating accessible websites. Serious issues were identified regarding:
the level of knowledge of all the stakeholders, the processes by which conformance
evaluations are undertaken on websites, and the way accessibility problems are reported
after evaluations have been completed. In order to address these issues, the data collected
was analysed for requirements that would accommodate the workflows used by developers
of web applications while increasing the support provided in development, evaluation and
reporting of websites. The requirements gathered fall into a number of high-level categories
regarding the type of functionality required. These requirement categories are:


Selection of tests to be performed during evaluations



Selection of pages on which tests should be performed



Automated accessibility testing



Manual accessibility testing



Reporting for developers and commissioners

Four different phases in the accessibility value chain were identified from the requirements
elicitation data:


Phase 1 – Accessibility Information: This is the provision of information and skills to
the developer regarding accessible design and implementation of web applications.



Phase 2 – Formative Evaluations: These evaluations are intended for the web
developer when they are actively developing a website. These are intended to be
checks of accessibility of sub-components of websites.



Phase 3 – Summative Evaluations: These evaluations are the current paradigm of
testing a website after the implementation has been undertaken and has been
handed off for the evaluation of accessibility. These types of tests could be
undertaken by the development team, or by the accessibility expert evaluator.



Phase 4 – Reporting and tracking: This is the tracking and management of the results
from previous rounds of testing. This will cover not only tracking and reporting of
problems, but also the maintenance of accessibility. It is at this phase that
commissioners have a large role.
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This document contains usage scenarios and detailed designs with low-fidelity prototypes
for tool support for Phase 1 and Phase 2. Designs for the other phases will be undertaken
after evaluations of the initial prototypes for Phase 1 and Phase 2 have been completed.

Data for user models
The user evaluation work conducted in WP3 has produced an immense corpus of strategies
that are employed by users when surfing the web. A total of 90 different strategies were
identified from across the user groups of blind users, low-vision users, deaf users, lowhearing users, dyslexic users and older adult users.
In order to further understand the strategies being employed by users, task analyses were
undertaken regarding the individual steps how strategies are applied on a website. These
analyses led to the definition of a domain specific language (DSL) for representing user
strategies. This DSL will form the foundation of the simulation engine, with individual tasks,
decisions and transitions between the tasks all being represented in it.
Further to this, sets of operations and entities that are needed in the Application Model
have been recorded. The operations represent functionality that will be executed by a user
through their user agent (UA) and assistive technology (AT). As a result, each operation an
will have an implementation for each user profile, specifically the UA/AT used by users, that
are desired in the simulation. These profiles will be stored in the User Model and Device
Model and retrieved at run time for the execution of the simulation.
A usage scenario describing a developer working with the user strategy simulation
component of the I2Web prototypes is described. An initial model of the communication
between the I2Web component architecture has been provided to support the
implementation of this scenario.
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Introduction

This deliverable presents the current requirements analysis work for the I2Web prototypes.
The material in this deliverable falls into two broad categories:



User requirements and designs for I2Web prototype tools
Data for and designs for user modelling, specifically the models for simulating the
behaviour of users with different UA/AT preferences on a web application

Section 0 provides a list of the terminology used within this document. There have been
slight updates to the terminology being used during the project in order to simplify
presentation of the results of the I2Web project.
Section 0 presents the requirements for the I2Web prototype for development of
accessibility standards compliant websites and for undertaking conformance testing: the
Accessibility Expert Viewer. Initial usage scenarios and low-fidelity prototype designs
accompany the requirements in that section.
Section 0 presents a task analysis of the strategies found during the user testing work
undertaken in WP3. The analysis pointed to common features that could be represented
using a domain specific language for modelling user strategies. Further to this, the
operations that must be implemented by the Application Model, in combination with
information from the User Model and Device Model, have been identified. Finally, the
entities that are needed in the application model on which the operations will be performed
are also identified.
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Terminology

This section describes terminology that is used within this document and within the I2Web
project.

2.1

Changes from Previous Deliverables

The terminology in this section has been updated from D3.1 in order to improve precision
and readability. Two particular items of note:
The term “web component” has been removed. Previously this referred to a set of
interactive components like buttons and form fields. These elements are now
referred to as web content, similar to the way to which all other HTML elements
were being referred.
The term “content block” has been added. This refers to semantically grouped
elements of web content.

2.2

Terms

This deliverable refers to web content. Web content includes static content such as text or
images, moving content such as audio, video and multimedia and also interactive content
including forms and multimedia applications. Two special cases of web content are headings
and links.
Headings are text that can be identified by the users, either in their user agent (e.g. web
browser), or through a combination of user agent and assistive technology, as providing
structure to the content on the page. The most common headings are the HTML heading
elements (e.g. h1, h2); however, headings in smart phone applications are implemented
with platform specific standards.
Links are web content permitting the user to navigate from one section of the application to
another. A familiar example of a link is again from HTML, specifically the anchor element
(e.g. <a>). However, users often refer to content that allows them to navigation from one
screen of a smart phone application to another screen as a link, and as such this broader
definition is necessary.
A content block is a collection of content elements that are semantically grouped in a way
that can be understood by a user. For example, a content block may be programmatic, such
as a <div> element in HTML, an ARIA role or may be visual in the form of a border grouping
content together.
For purposes of this deliverable, a webpage is a collection of web content that can be
presented through a web browser to a user. A webpage may consist of several different
pieces of content, such as text, images or multimedia, and can be heterogeneous in the
technology used to integrate the content into the webpage.
A web application is a collection of webpages that are designed to allow users to achieve a
particular goal. This could be a set of webpages that are static in nature, through which
users obtain information, or a more complex dynamic interaction where the user needs to
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contribute information to the system. This second type of application could include simple
or complex forms or more complex web content such as games or interactive portals. For
purposes of this document, both smart phone apps and interactive TV channels will be
considered web applications.
A website is a collection of web applications under one domain name or belonging to one
company.
A goal is a state to which the user wishes to reach through use of the web application. A
goal is accomplished by performing tasks that are ordered in a plan. Each task has sub-tasks,
called operations, which represent the lowest level of decomposition for a goal.
A strategy is a set of tasks that a user applies to achieve a particular goal.
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Accessibility Expert Viewer

The information collected from web developers, web commissioners and web accessibility
experts, collected in WP3 and reported in D3.2, has been analysed regarding what type of
support these different stakeholders need in order to commission and development of
accessibility standards compliant websites and for undertaking conformance testing. The
following requirements and initial low-fidelity prototype designs are for a tool, the
Accessibility Expert Viewer (AEV) that will provide that support.

3.1

Accessibility Expert Viewer Requirements

3.1.1 Test Selection Requirements






A user must be able to specify one or more sets of guidelines to be used in testing
(e.g. WCAG 1.0, WCAG 2.0).
A user must be able to specify subsets of guidelines to be used in testing.
A user must be able to specify subsets of tests for each guideline that is used in
testing (e.g. specific WCAG 2.0 techniques).
A user must be able to specify subsets of technology to be tested for each guideline
that is used in testing (e.g. HTML 4 and XHTML 1.0 and (not HTML 5.0)).
A user must be able to specify their own guidelines and/or tests to be used in testing
(i.e. augmenting testing sets with non-standard tests)

3.1.2 Page Selection Requirements



A user must be able to specify a page to be tested.
A user must be able to specify a set of pages to be tested, referred to as a test set.

3.1.3 Automated Testing Requirements







A user must be able to request an explanation of what guidelines sets are
automatically tested.
A user must be able to specify individual automatic tests to be performed on a
website.
A user must be able to specify sets of automatic tests to be performed on a website.
A user must be able to get a list of violations (errors and warnings) from automated
tests.
A user must be able to identify violations that are shared across multiple pages (e.g.
from templates)
A user must be able to locate violations in a webpage
o A user must be able to locate violations by reported line of code in a
webpage.
o A user must be able to locate violations by visual inspection of the code in the
DOM tree (e.g. Firebug functionality)
o A user must be able to locate violations from within the rendered webpage
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3.1.4 Manual Accessibility Testing Requirements



A user must be presented with a complete list of manual tests for all guidelines in
selected guideline sets (including self-defined guidelines/tests).
A user must be able to indicate for each page in a test set whether a test has been
successfully passed or if it there is a violation.

3.1.5 Reporting Requirements








3.2

A user must be able to view a complete list of all violations
A user must be able to group violations at different levels of granularity, dependent
on the guideline set being tested (e.g. WCAG 1.0 – Checkpoint grouping; WCAG 2.0
Principle, Guideline, Success Criteria grouping)
A user must be able to group violations in self-defined groupings (e.g. all violations
relating to logos on a pages)
A user must be able to annotate violations
o A user must be able to annotate violations individually
o A user must be able to annotate violations as a group (e.g. all violations
relating to logos on a web page)
A user must be able to generate a report in one or more appropriate formats for a
variety of target audiences.

Accessibility Expert Viewer User Scenarios

The following is an initial scenario and possible interactions that users will have with the
I2Web tool. The prototypes depicted in the figures are intended to design prototypes, and
may change during implementation and evaluation of the prototypes. The scenarios
currently are written assuming an Eclipse IDE is being used for development. However, the
tasks described could be implemented in any IDE or in a stand-alone web application.
There will be 4 phases that are discussed within the scenario:
Phase 1 – Accessibility Information: This is the provision of information and skills to the
developer regarding accessible design and implementation of web applications.
Phase 2 – Formative Evaluations: These evaluations are intended for the web developer
when they are actively developing a website. These are intended to be checks of
accessibility of sub-components of websites.
Phase 3 – Summative Evaluations: These evaluations are the current paradigm of testing a
website after the implementation has been undertaken and has been handed off for the
evaluation of accessibility. These types of tests could be undertaken by the development
team, or by the accessibility expert evaluator.
Phase 4 – Reporting and tracking: This is the tracking and management of the results from
previous rounds of testing. This will cover not only tracking and reporting of problems, but
also the maintenance of accessibility. It is at this phase that commissioners have a large
role.
However, at the time of this writing only Phase 1 and 2 have been written, with further
phases being elaborated later in the implementation lifecycle.
Version 1.1
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3.2.1 Personas
The following personas have been used when designing this scenario:





Web developer, Stacey – low knowledge of accessibility, Eclipse user, developing
Web2.0 in the eGovernment domain
Web accessibility expert, Anna – 10 years accessibility experience, knowledge and
evaluations, distrusts automated tools, using document templates to track her tests
(between tactical and opportunistic in web evaluation strategies, see chapter 5 of
D3.2)
Web commissioner, Bob – some knowledge of WCAG (i.e. I have to meet this
although I don’t really understand what that means), but does want his sites to be
accessible and has had accessibility audits done in the past although they weren’t
very helpful

3.2.2 Scenario Context
The following is the scenario context, describing the type of application Stacey is developing.
Stacey is preparing a Web 2.0 e-government, multimedia rich, web application.





Stacey is developing a new website for the company which will broadcast
proceedings from the House of Commons online
Bob has a specification from the House of Commons that says it’s very important that
this service be accessible to all citizens including disabled citizens but does not
specify what that means or how to achieve that goal
Bob has mocked up examples for the types of content they will need:
o Live streaming video of proceedings
o Refreshable panel with information about the MPs speaking (picture, surgery
address and hours, links to their home pages)
o Newsfeed
o Twitter feed
o Mechanism to submit questions to your MP
o Refreshable panel

3.2.3 Scenario: Phase 1 – Accessibility Information


Stacey sets up a new project and as part of the set up procedure, she is given an
accessibility option panel, which asks her which kinds of content and structures this
project will contain. This opens a separate panel with accessibility information about
those content/structures (Figure 1)
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Figure 1. Initial dialogue for developer to select content types.



When the project is created a standards-compliant home page and associated style
sheets are created (e.g. HTML5 and CSS3 files). (Figure 2)
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Figure 2: A newly created project with accessibility help sections in the right hand panel and a standards
compliant website being created in the left.






Stacey decides to start designing the site with trying to add the live streaming video
to the page.
Stacy chooses the standard media player that is used by her company. She then
subscribes the player to the live feed of the House of Commons that is available
online. Stacy now wonders if this is accessible to her audience. She knows that
someone told her subtitling was important, but she doesn’t know what else she
should do to make a video like this accessible.
When Stacy embeds the multimedia player the accessibility information panel
provides a cue that there is a section of multimedia (e.g. highlight of multimedia in a
table of contents view) (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3: When the media player code is inserted the interface provides a highlight cue in the right hand
panel indicating that accessibility information can be found there.



Stacy opens the multimedia section and finds it contains the following table of
contents, each item with links to more information on demand:
o The adaptations that are required for different user groups
o A list of media players that are considered accessible
o Instructions on how to start a accessibility test for multimedia from the
I2Web tool

Figure 4: The accessibility tips for multimedia content expanded with more help on demand from links on the
right hand side.
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3.2.4 Scenario: Phase 2 – Formative evaluation


Stacy follows the instructions for accessibility testing and gets a dialogue to define
the scoping of her test. She has the option of selecting any of the following:
o Specific piece of content (e.g. the streaming video of the house of commons)
(Figure 5)
o All content of a specific content type (e.g. all videos) (Figure 6)
o All content of a specific type in a region of the page (e.g. all videos contained
the region selected by Stacy in the preview window) (Figure 7)
o All content in a region of the page (a combination of Figure 6 and Figure 7)
o All content on the whole webpage

Figure 5: Scoping dialogue in the right hand panel indicates that the user wants to test a specific piece of
content and provides instructions on how to select that content. The blue highlight around the video in the
centre of the page indicates it is selected.
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Figure 6: Scoping dialogue in the right hand panel indicates that the user wants to test all content of a
specific type. Instructions and checkboxes for content types are provided below that selection.

Figure 7: Scoping dialogue in the right hand panel indicates that the user wants to test all content within a
user-selected region. Instructions on how to do this are provided below. Highlighted region indicates the
user has selected an area to test.
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Stacy chooses to test the accessibility only of the media player that she has just
added. The test is run and she receives a report that provides information about
things that were automatically checked and things that she must check herself.
Information is available on how to test items on demand, along with information on
how to fix common problems that arise.
She discovers in the test that subtitles are available but audio description is not, and
that the media player she has chosen has not previously been tested for accessibility,
and therefore she must perform some tests herself or replace it.

Figure 8: An accessibility report showing items that were tested, explained in the developers language (not in
terms of guidelines or checkpoints). Some items have been tested automatically, some must be done
manually.



Stacy notices that she did not use an accessible media player, but that one of them in
the list provided is available for use by the company. Stacy replaces her first media
player with the more accessible one and runs the same test again.
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Figure 9: Similar to the previous figure, however the technology tests have succeeded with the media player
now being accessible. Additional information is provided through a link to an evaluation report about the
media player being used.

Stacy proceeds to look at some information about how to test whether or not the video can
be resized, and records the outcome of her test in the accessibility report. This report is
saved at the end of her session with the workspace, so that when she returns and tests this
piece of content again she knows what tests she has performed.
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User Strategy Model Simulation

The user requirements detailed in Section 4 are an innovation on the existing accessibility
evaluation tools. They provide developers with a means of managing traditional accessibility
tests against accessibility guidelines and standards such as WCAG or Section 508.
The I2Web project will go beyond conformance testing to provide developers with a means
of simulating the strategies that users undertake on websites, informed by their user profile,
including their personal preferences for user agents (UA) and assistive technologies (AT).

4.1

User Strategy Analysis

The analysis of the user the strategies detailed in D3.1 has revealed several common shared
features that can be modelled for purposes of simulation. For each high level goal that is
undertaken by a user, there is a set of tasks and transitions between those tasks that
ultimately lead to the satisfaction of the goal. Tasks represent the things that the user
would do in a web application while transitions allow the user to move to the next step in
their strategy.
There were tasks where some actions were undertaken (e.g. advance to the next heading),
where a decision had to be made by the user as to what the next task in their strategy would
be (e.g. is this the last heading). Further, for some tasks there was a choice to make
regarding what transition to take (e.g. if it is the last heading, exit the strategy or start
again).
In Figure 10 a simplified heading traversal model is presented that shows all of these
features of strategies. In this model, the user is moving through the headings linearly from
the first heading to the last.

Figure 10: A simplified heading traversal strategy where all headings are traversed from the first to the last.

State 1 is a start state, states 2, 4 and 6 are states where decisions must be made, and states
3, 5 are states where actions must occur. Finally, states 7, 8 are end states and are
particularly important because they signify the end of the simulation of this strategy with
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some context about whether the traversal was a success (i.e. it reached the end of all of the
headings).
In order to implement this, we need classes of tasks that do the following three things:


Perform actions in the application



Make decisions based on information from the application model



Choose a transition to follow

However, for each task, different user groups will execute that task differently.
For instance, consider the example of task 2: a query from the user if a page has headings. A
user who is using a screen reader as their AT may try to select the first heading or may bring
up a list of all headings on the page, while a sighted user would identify headings by distinct
visual presentation.
Similarly, consider task 5 which will have a very different execution depending on the user
needs and preferences. Task 5 is the request to move to the ‘next’ heading that is on the
page. The location of ‘next’ is determined by a user’s preferences for his/her UA/AT. For
instance, a user who is using a screen reader will determine the next heading in sequence as
being the ‘next’ heading in the tab order of the webpage. In comparison, a sighted user will
consider the ‘next’ heading to be the first heading encountered visually below the last
heading read.
These individual differences need to be modelled in the simulation engine.

4.2

Strategy Model Domain Specific Language

In order to provide a general architecture to account there are several design patterns that
can be leveraged to create a domain specific language for user strategies.
The Policy Pattern2 is a pattern that allows the developer to specify classes that have similar
structure in terms of attributes and method signatures, but have different behaviour in the
implementation of the methods. There are a number of different ways to achieve this, with
one of the cleaner ones being the use of abstract classes.
As shown in Figure 11, different sub-classes of Task and DecideTask have been defined so
that they can have differing behaviour. Each concrete subclass has its own implementation
of the

2

Note the Policy pattern is also called the Strategy Pattern in most design pattern sources – but this seems to
be confusing given the domain we are working in.
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Figure 11: Task and Decision tasks specified via the Policy Pattern.

At first glance, it would seem that for every strategy each task would need its own subclass.
However, this is not the case, as the classes can be reused in two ways:
1. Inter-strategy – When two strategies share common operations for interacting with
the application model. For example many strategies may involve getting the first
heading element.
2. Intra-strategy – When one strategy has multiple instances of one task type, as is seen
in the example strategy in Figure 10 where there are two instances of checking if the
current heading is the last heading in the application model.
When considering what strategy, it can be conceptualized as having a set of tasks, and a set
of transitions between the tasks. Each task can have one or more transitions leading into it
and one or more leading out. This structure is presented in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: A class model diagram showing the relationships between the base classes of Strategy, Transitions
and Tasks.

Using this structure, an object model can be constructed for any given strategy definition.
However, given that each strategy has its own configuration of Task and Transition objects, a
generic mechanism is required to create strategies for use during the simulation algorithms.
The easiest way to achieve this is to use the Factory design pattern where we can provide
one generic creation method signature but many different implementations of that method.
This can be done by providing an abstract StrategyFactory method, which provides the
abstract method for creating models that contain the correct configuration.

Figure 13: Abstract factories allow for different configurations of Strategy models to be created via the same
method call.

With this domain specific language it is possible to describe the user strategies in a concrete
way that can be implemented in most object-oriented languages, such as the ones being
used in the I2Web project.
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Strategy Variables

In order to simulate the different strategies on the Application Model, there must be
operations on the Application Model define for each UA/AT profile that will be simulated.
Each task, such as the ‘next heading’ example discussed above, will have a number of
different operations in their action specification (e.g. moving to an element, reading an
element) and may be applied to a number of different elements (e.g. heading, link, text
block).
In Appendix A is an analysis of user strategies detected in the WP3 user data analysis
described in D3.1. For each strategy a task analysis description has been provided, which
includes the high-level user goals. In places where a strategy can fit a number of higher-level
goals the description of the user goal is simply replaced with the word “User Goal: Varied”.
In the task analysis, operations that will be used in the simulations that are dependent on
the UA/AT being used have been indicated with accolade braces (e.g. {Focus}). The key
operations that are presented in Appendix A are:







Activate: send a message to an element of web content to change its state. For
example, clicking a link with the mouse or selecting a link with the screen-reader offscreen cursor.
Choose: select from a number of options 1 option which to use for the rest of the
task. A user may select to check links on the whole page, or just in one region of the
page.
Focus: make an element of web content the area of interest. For example, this could
be focus as per cursor focus in a web browser, or focus of someone’s visual attention
on an element.
Read: perceive and understand the information associated with an element of web
content. For example, visually reading
Evaluate: make a decision regarding the outcome of the previous operations (e.g.
Read, Activate). This represents a decision that needs to be made on the part of a
user as to what the next step of the strategy is for him/her to accomplish his/her
goal.

There are several instances in the task analysis where user tasks are not expanded. For
example, in cases where a user must Find a piece of content in a web page, it is assumed
that they will employ other strategies to achieve that task. Tasks that have not been
decomposed are presented in square brackets (e.g. [Find]).
Further, the strategies may be undertaken on a whole web page (e.g. traversal of headings)
or on a smaller subsection, content block, of the page (e.g. the top navigation bar). Finally,
some strategies may operate at the level of an individual piece of web content, such as
reading a piece of text word-by-word or letter-by-letter. Content blocks and content are
represented in angled brackets (e.g. <next element>). For the simulation to perform tasks
from the strategy, the following elements and content blocks must be available in the
Application Model in addition to the Document Object Model elements:


Content Blocks
o Top: A region above the menu bar or first visual horizontal division, usually
containing links, search bars and other navigation content.
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o Left: A region that usually contains the primary navigation but can contain
other content (e.g. search results). Corresponds to the first visual vertical
division leading from left to right.
o Right: A region that usually contains advertisements or secondary content to
the web page. Corresponds to the last visual vertical division leading from left
to right.
o Bottom: A region that usually contains links about the site. Corresponds to
the last horizontal division reading from top to bottom.
o Top navigation bar: The navigation links that are visually grouped together at
the top of the page. Often links are presented in heading elements or list
elements.
o Primary content block: The region where the primary content is presented
o Distinct block: Any content block that is distinct in that it has its own heading,
content and is semantically bordered in some way (e.g. div element, visual
border).
Content Elements
o First element: the first content element as perceived by a user
o Next element: the next content element in order linear reading order as
perceived by the user
o Last element: the last content element in a sequence of content elements
o Current element: the element which currently has the focus of the user

Finally, there are some variables about the user that will change depending on the context in
which it is being applied. For example, if a user is looking for a link they have previously
visited and knows its label, a traversal of links will stop when that link is found or there are
no further links to explore. In comparison, if the user is looking for a link that is related to
some higher level goal, then during traversal a link encountered may be considered relevant
or not. This type of cognitive based decision will be the most difficult to model in the I2Web
simulation prototype.

4.4

Simulation Prototype Scenario

The following is a motivating scenario of use for the Simulation Prototype:







Stacy, the web developer working on the House of Commons website, has completed
her initial development work on a web page. She has undertaken formative and
summative conformance evaluations on her material and wishes to run simulations
on user behaviour on the website. Of interest, Stacy wants to know if users will find
the content block that contains the Twitter feed for the House of Commons.
Stacy selects the user types with which she wants more information about their
behaviour on the website. Stacy selects Visual Disabilities as an option, and suboptions Screen Reader User and Screen Magnifier user.
Stacy selects the type of test she would like to run. In this case she wants to run a
test on a user finding a component. Stacy selects “Find Content” as the type of test.
Stacy selects the content element, the Twitter feed form field for posting a comment,
as the element that is the target the user should be able to find.
Stacy starts the simulation and waits for results.
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Stacy receives a report showing whether or not the component has been found by
screen magnifier users but not by screen reader users.
Wanting to know more about why the screen reader users do not find the Twitter
feed form field, Stacy chooses to have a visualization image of the user’s path
through the web page displayed to her.
Viewing the visualization shows that the user often makes their way down the page
to just before the Twitter feed box, and then backtracks.
Using this information Stacy consults the help documentation about accessibility to
find out how screen reader users navigate through a page and common problems.
She finds that one of the common problems in development is not providing a tab
order on the page between different blocks of content.
Stacy looks at her code and finds that she did indeed forget to include a tab order for
the Twitter feed. She repairs this issue and runs the simulation again. This time the
simulation reports that both screen magnifier users and screen reader users find the
Twitter feed form field.

Simulation Prototype Process Model

Given the above scenario, it is clear that a number of different models are required in order
to achieve this type of simulation. When Stacy requests that a simulation be run on her web
page, the following is the process by which the Simulation Prototype must do the following
steps:
The Simulation Client Application must communicate the application to be tested as well as
the profiles identifiers for the user groups whose behaviour needs to be simulated.
The Application Model Rendering Engine must request the User Model and the Device
Model for each user group profile requested.
The Application Model Rendering Engine must render an off-screen model of the web
application, as it would be used by users working with the needs and preferences contained
in the User Model and Device Model.
When property requests are made, such as whether or not the form field can be found by a
user, the Application Model Rendering Engine must then apply operations for each task in
the strategy, based on the Device Model. For example, it is at this step that the system must
determine what is the “next element” given the User Model/Device Model being used for
the simulation. This process is presented in Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Sequence diagram of the strategy simulation infrastructure and how it interacts with the
application model.
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Conclusions

This document has presented the data for two different and distinct aspects of the I2Web
project.
First, it has detailed the requirements for creating standards compliant websites that
conform to web accessibility guidelines. These tools created from these requirements will
help support stakeholders in the accessibility value chain in commissioning and creating
accessible web applications.
Secondly, it has presented the data for modelling the interaction strategies of users on the
web. The task analyses undertaken on the user data have produced a DSL for user strategies
as well as an initial set of operations that must be implemented in order to simulate user
behaviour on a web application.
This material will help inform developments of prototypes in WP5, WP6 and WP7.
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Appendix A: Strategy Task Analysis
Strategy
Number

Strategy
Name

Strategy Summary

Strategy Task Analysis

1

A-Z

The user explores the User Goal: Organize and explore
information
content in support of higher level
alphabetically.
goal
1. {Choose} <content block>
2. In <content block>
2.1. {Sort} <content type> in
<content bock>
[sort
criteria]
2.2. {Focus} to [first] <content
type>
2.3. {Read} <current element>
of <content type>
2.4. {Focus} to <next element>
of <content type>
2.5. Repeat from 2.3 until no
<next element> <content
type> or relevant <content
type> found

2

Accessibility The user makes use of
Information a
dedicated
accessibility page to
find out information
about
specific
controls (such as
access keys).

User Goal:
information

Find

accessibility

1. {Choose} <content block>
2. For 3-6 in <content block>
3. [Identify] of accessibility page
link
4. {Focus} to accessibility page
link
5. {Activate}
link

3
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Assistive
Technology
Volume
Control

The volume control of
an
assistive
technology is used to
control the volume of
the
content
independently of the
media player.
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User Goal: Increase or decrease
volume
1. {Activate}
change

AT
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volume

2. Change volume of playback
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Strategy
Number

Strategy
Name

Strategy Summary

4

Back button The user uses the User Goal: Go back one page
Navigation
back button to return 1. Press [UA] back button
to pages previously
2. Pop top page of Back Button
viewed.
Page stack

5

Backtrack
and revisit

User
navigates
sequentially through
information
and
encounters
the
information that they
want and goes past
that information onto
the next item in
order, and has to
backtrack to get the
item they want

Strategy Task Analysis

User Goal: Find information of
interest for later exploration
1. {Choose} <content block>
2. In <content block>
2.1. {Choose} <content type>
for navigation in <content
block>
2.2. {Focus} to <first element>
of <content type>
2.3. {Read} <current element>
of <content type>
2.4. {Focus} to <next element>
of <content type>
2.5. If <current element> is
relevant
2.5.1. [mark] for revisit
2.6. Repeat from 2.3 until no
<next
element>
of
<content type>
2.7. {Focus} to <first element>
of <content type>
2.8. {Focus} to first <marked
element>
2.9. {Read} <current element>
of <content type>
2.10.
{Focus} to <next
element> of <content
type>
2.11.
Repeat from 2.10
until
no
<marked
element> of <content
type> or relevant <content
type> found
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Strategy
Number

Strategy
Name

Strategy Summary

Strategy Task Analysis

6

Bar Panning

The user pans along a
control
bar,
to
determine its full
length using their
assistive technology
(e.g. screen magnifier)

User Goal:
Determine
playback

overall

length

of

Determine
playback

current

time

of

Determine time remaining for
playback
1. {Choose} <content block>
2. In <content block>
2.1. {Focus} to control bar
2.2. Pan across control bar
with AT
7

Been Here The user makes use of
Before
visited links, either
indicated
by
the
browser or their
assistive technology
as have being visited
before.

User Goal: Varied
1. {Choose} <content block>
2. In <content block>
3. Identify [visited links]
4. [Undertake] future strategies
for achieving goal with [visited
links]

8

Bias to the The user tends to go User Goal: Varied
Top
for things that are 1. {Choose}
content
block
towards the top of
identified as <top>
the page, be it
content or controls, 2. [Undertake] strategies for
achieving goal in <top>
or whatever. The user
is too impatient to
read the rest of the
page and chooses
something
for
something early on.

9

Button
Traversal

In situations involving
unfamiliar controls,
the
user
begins
searching for a button
to do the task for
which
they
are
interested

User Goal: Find a button relevant
to a higher level goal
1. {Choose} <content block>
2. In <content block>
2.1. {Focus} to <first element>
of content type button
2.2. {Read} <current element>
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Strategy
Name

Strategy Summary

Strategy Task Analysis
of content type button
2.3. {Focus} to <next element>
of content type button
2.4. Repeat from 2.2 until no
elements of content type
button remain or relevant
button found

10

Change
Phone
Orientation

11

Close
Down

12

Component
Traversal

The user changes the User Goal: Change viewport on
orientation of the content
phone
from 1. Change phone orientation
horizontal to vertical
portrait/landscape.
and back again to get
different views of the 2. [Undertake] future strategies
for achieving goal with new
pages.
phone orientation

It The user, having
become lost in the User Goal: Close Browser at end of
information
tasks
architecture of an
application, or having 1. Press UA/AT control to close
UA
finished what they
were doing on a 2. Close UA
particular page, closes
down the browser
window.
The user uses the
arrow keys to instruct
their screen reader to
read out the page
sequentially,
often
skipping from one
sentence to the next
without listening to it
in entirety.

User Goal: Find any content
relevant to higher level goal
1. {Choose} <content block>
2. In <content block>
2.1. {Focus} to <first element>
of any content type
2.2. {Read} <current element>
of content type
2.3. If
[relevant
element]

content

2.3.1. Goal satisfied
2.4. Else
2.4.1. {Focus} to <next
element> of content
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Strategy
Name
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Strategy Summary

Strategy Task Analysis
type
2.4.2. Repeat from 2.2
until no elements
remain or relevant
content
element
found or end strategy

13

Control
Fishing

In a situation where
the user does not
know what to do next
to accomplish their
goal, the user gains
{Focus} on an element
to try to {Activate}
something that might
be a control.

User Goal: Identify if controls are
present in content
1. Enter Cursor Mode
2. {Focus} region under cursor
3. {Read} region under cursor
4. {Activate} region under cursor
5. Move cursor to a <new region>
6. Repeat step 2-4 until relevant
control found or end strategy.

14

Control Visit
/ Go To
Known
Control

The user visits a
specific control they
know
is
in
an
application.

User Goal: Find known control to
aid in higher level goal
(Special case
Traversal)

of

Component

1. {Choose} <content block>
2. {Choose} [target]
3. In <content block>
3.1. {Focus} to <first element>
of any content type
control
3.2. {Read} <current element>
of content type control
3.3. If [relevant control]
3.3.1. Goal satisfied
3.4. Else
3.4.1. {Focus} to <next
element> of content
type
3.4.2. Repeat from 3.2
until no elements
remain or relevant
content
element
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Strategy
Name

Strategy Summary

Strategy Task Analysis
found or end strategy

15

Control
Whacking

Randomly selecting
controls in the local
area to see if they
have an effect that
leads
to
more
information

User Goal: Find control to aid in
higher level goal
1. {Choose} <content block>
2. In <content block>
2.1. {Focus} to <first element>
of any content type
control
2.2. {Read} <current element>
of content type control
2.3. {Activate}
<current
element> of content type
control
2.4. {Evaluate}
activation

effect

of

2.5. If effect of activation not
satisfies goal
2.5.1. {Focus}
<random
element>
in
[proximity]
of
<current
element>
content type control
2.5.2. Return to 2.3
2.6. If effect of the previous
activation satisfies the goal
then goal achieved
16

Copy
Paste

and The user copies and
pastes
information
from one website or
document to another,
to avoid having to
type
out
the
information by hand.

User Goal: Enter data into form for
higher level goal (completing a
web form)
1. On current website
2. [Find] content to copy
3. [Highlight] content
4. [Copy] content
5. [Change
website]

context

to

new

6. [Find] location to paste
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Strategy
Name

Strategy Summary

Strategy Task Analysis
7. [Paste] content

17

Counting
the
Keystrokes

The
user
rapidly
scrolls through a list
(or
some
other
repeated
action),
counting the number
of keystrokes to land
it in approximately
the right place.

User Goal: Find a specific piece of
content in a known position
(number of keystrokes) to support
higher level goal
1. {Choose} <content block>
2. {Choose} [target number]
3. In <content block>
3.1. {Focus} to <first element>
of any content type
3.2. Increase count
3.3. {Focus} to <next element>
of content type
3.4. Increase count
3.5. Repeat from 3.3 until
[target number] reached

18

Cursor
Fishing

Passing
a
virtual
cursor
over
information in the
hopes that it reveals
information
not
visible in another
mode.

User Goal: Find any content to aid
in higher level goal
1. Enter cursor mode
2. {Choose} region under cursor
3. {Read} region under cursor
4. Move cursor
position]

to

a

[new

5. Repeat from 2 until relevant
control found or end strategy.
19
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Cursor
Fixed
{Focus}

to The user fixes their User Goal: Find cursor
central vision on a 1. Cursor moves to centre of
feature and drags the
[viewport].
cursor from outside of
the current viewport
into the viewport and
then to the feature.
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Strategy
Number

Strategy
Name

20

Cursor to The user moves the User Goal: Find cursor
Known
mouse to a place that 1. Cursor moves to [known
Position
is predictable in terms
position].
of location on the
screen, such as a 2. Cursor moves to centre of
[viewport].
corner of the screen.
The user then can
move the mouse into
the field of view.

21

Deactivate - User
deactivates
Reactivate
assistive technology in
order to interact with
a link, control or
media player through
the
mainstream
interface,
and
reactivates
the
assistive technology
to continue working
in the application

User Goal: Interact with specific
control

Error
Finding

User Goal: Find errors relating to
last attempted goal

22

Strategy Summary

The user searches for
an error message
from the beginning of
the page in the case
of a new page, or
from their current
position.

Strategy Task Analysis

1. [Deactivate] AT
2. Employ strategies to achieve
[goal]
3. {Activate} AT

(Special case
Traversal)

of

Component

1. {Choose} <content block>
2. In <content block>
2.1. {Focus} to <first element>
of any content type
2.2. {Read} <current element>
of content type
2.3. If
[relevant
element]

content

2.3.1. Goal satisfied
2.4. Else
2.4.1. {Focus} to <next
element> of content
type
2.4.2. Repeat from 2.2
until no elements
remain or relevant
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Strategy
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Strategy Summary

Strategy Task Analysis
content
element
found or end strategy

23

Faceted
Search

The
user
uses
categorizations in the
website to drill down
in the information
architecture to items
of interest.

User Goal: Navigate to content to
relevant to higher level goal
1. {Choose} <content block>
2. In <content block>
2.1. {Focus} to <first element>
of content type link
2.2. {Read} <current element>
of content type link
2.3. If <current element> is
relevant then
2.3.1. Go to 3
2.4. Else <current element> is
[not relevant]
2.4.1. {Focus} to next
element of content
type link
2.4.2. Go to 2.2
3. {Activate} link
4. {Choose} <content block> of
sub-facet
5. Repeat from 2 with new
<content block>

24

Finger Drag

The
user
slowly
moves his/her fingers
down
the
touch
screen of a device to
have it read off
locations.

User Goal: Find relevant content to
higher level goal
1. Detect location of finger
2. Detect bounding
components

boxes

of

3. {Read} content type contained
in bounding box
25
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Form
Finding

The user expects the
page to require input
of some kind and will
actively look around
the page to find a
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Name
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Strategy Summary

Strategy Task Analysis

form.

1. {Choose} <content block>
2. In <content block>
2.1. {Focus} to <first element>
of content type form field
2.2. {Read} <current element>
of content type form field
2.3. If
[relevant
element]

content

2.3.1. Goal satisfied
2.4. Else
2.4.1. {Focus} to <next
element> of content
type
2.4.2. Repeat from 2.2
until no elements
remain or relevant
content
element
found or end strategy
26

Forms
Mode

The user changes the User Goal: Interact with form to
mode of the screen complete form
reader to be able to 1. {Activate} Forms Mode
edit form fields.
2. [Undertake]
strategies
to
achieve goal in forms mode

27

Google It / The user, unable to
Go
to find something in a
Google
page, actually leaves
the
website
and
searches
for
the
information
using
Google.

User Goal: Find content on other
websites to support higher level
goal
1. Go to address bar of UA
2. Enter Google address
3. [Undertake] search on Google
4. [Undertake]
strategies
to
achieve goal on Google Search
Page

28
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Heading
Traversal

Sequential navigation
through the headings
of a webpage to find
information
of
relevance
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Strategy
Name
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Strategy Summary

Strategy Task Analysis
1. {Choose} <content block>
2. In <content block>
2.1. {Focus} to <first element>
of content type heading
2.2. {Read} <current element>
of content type heading
2.3. If
[relevant
element]

content

2.3.1. Goal satisfied
2.4. Else
2.4.1. {Focus} to <next
element> of content
type
2.4.2. Repeat from 2.2
until no elements
remain or relevant
content
element
found or end strategy
29

Headings
Navigation
to
a
with
Link heading, and then
Traversal
tabbing through links
in the tab order to
determine what type
of information is
contained under the
heading

User Goal: Find content relevant to
higher level goal
(Special case of nested Component
Traversal)
1. {Choose} <content block>
2. In <content block>
2.1. {Focus} to <first element>
of content type heading
2.2. {Read} <current element>
of content type heading
2.3. If heading relevant
2.3.1. {Focus} to <next
element> of content
type link
2.3.2. {Read}
<current
element> of content
type link
2.3.3. If [relevant content
element]
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Strategy Summary

Strategy Task Analysis
2.3.3.1. Goal
satisfied
2.3.4. Else
2.3.4.1. {Focus} to
<next element>
of content type
2.3.5. Repeat from 2.3.2
until no elements
remain or relevant
content
element
found or end strategy
2.4. {Focus} to <next element>
of content type heading
2.5. Repeat from 2.2 until goal
achieved

30

Highlight
Panning

The user moves from User Goal: Varied
left to right (in 1. Highlight information across
Western
cultures)
horizontal of the page
highlighting
information so that 2. Extend highlight down to
[desired height]
they
can
relate
information along a
horizontal line.

31

Horizontal
Panning

The user moves the User Goal: Varied
viewport left and right 1. Move viewport from current
and then reverse on
position
towards
right
the page to gain an
boundary of screen
overview of the page
2. Stop viewport move when
or find information
relevant content for achieving
goal is encountered in the
centre of the viewport
3. Repeat from 1 until right
boundary is reached or goal
achieved or [new panning
strategy chosen]
4. Move viewport from current
position towards left boundary
of screen
5. Stop viewport move when
relevant content for achieving
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Strategy Summary

Strategy Task Analysis
goal is encountered in the
centre of the viewport
6. Repeat from 4 until left
boundary is reached or goal
achieved or [new panning
strategy chosen]
7. Return to 1

32

Icon
Recognition

The user looks for
logos
that
communicate
information on a page
or in an application.

User Goal: Find icon content that
supports higher level goal
1. [Find] graphics on the page
2. Identify graphics as logos
3. Interpret Icon meaning

33

Ignoring
The user does not User Goal: Varied
Right Side explore the right side 1. {Choose}
content
block
of Page
of the page due to
identified as <not right side>
previous experience
of that area yielding 2. [Undertake] future strategies
for achieving goal in [not right
little
useful
side]
information.

34

Keyword
Search

Searching
for
a
specific word, usually
related to a task. The
user, wishing to find
information in a web
site, uses a search
field to search for a
particular search term
within the website, or
the users activates a
keyword search in the
application to find a
word
within
a
page/screen.

User Goal: Find relevant content to
support higher level goal
Keyword search in site:
1. [Undertake]
strategies
locate search field

to

2. Enter in word of keyword
search
3. {Activate} search button
Keyword search in page:
1. {Activate}
Find/Replace
functionality in UA
2. Enter word into dialog
3. {Activate} search button

35
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Letter
by In a situation where User Goal: Understand specific
Letter
the information does word
Spelling
not make sense, the 1. {Choose} word
user may have a
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Strategy
Number

Strategy
Name

I2Web project (Grant no.: 257623)

Strategy Summary

Strategy Task Analysis

screen reader read a 2. {Read} first letter of word
word letter by letter
3. {Read} next letter of word
4. Repeat from 2 until word
understood or end of word
reached
5. If word not understood
5.1. Repeat from 1 until word
understood or end of word
reached
36

Link Fishing

In a situation where
the user does not
know what to do next
to accomplish their
goal, the user gains
{Focus} on an element
to try to {Activate}
something that might
be a link.

User Goal: Identify if links are
present on page
1. Enter cursor mode
2. {Choose} region under cursor
3. {Read} region under cursor
4. Attempt to
under cursor

{Activate}

5. Move cursor
position]

to

a

link
[new

6. Repeat from step 2 until
relevant link found or end
strategy.
37

Link
Whacking

Randomly selecting
links in the local area
to see if they have an
effect that leads to
more information

User Goal: Find links that lead to
content that supports higher level
goals
(Special case
Traversal)

of

Component

3. {Choose} <content block>
4. In <content block>
4.1. {Focus} to <first element>
of any content type link
4.2. {Read} <current element>
of content type link
4.3. {Activate}
<current
element> of content type
link
4.4. {Evaluate}
activation
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Strategy
Number

Strategy
Name

I2Web project (Grant no.: 257623)

Strategy Summary

Strategy Task Analysis
4.5. If effect of activation not
satisfies goal
4.5.1. [Return] to previous
page
4.5.2. {Focus}
<random
element>
in
[proximity]
of
<current
element>
content type link
4.5.3. Repeat from 2.3
4.6. If effect of activation
satisfies goal then goal
achieved

38

Links
Traversal

Traversing of a list of User Goal: Find link relevant to
links in order to support higher level goal
identify items of (Special case of Component
interest
Traversal)
1. {Choose} <content block>
2. In <content block>
2.1. {Focus} to <first element>
of any content type
2.2. {Read} <current element>
of content type
2.3. If
[relevant
element]

content

2.3.1. Goal satisfied
2.4. Else
2.4.1. {Focus} to <next
element> of content
type
2.4.2. Repeat from 2.2
until no elements
remain or relevant
content
element
found or end strategy
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Strategy
Number

Strategy
Name

Strategy Summary

39

Local Link The user examines
Traversal
links in the general
area of their location
looking for relevant
information.

Strategy Task Analysis
User Goal: Find link relevant to
support higher level goal
(Special case
Traversal)

of

Component

1. {Choose} <content block>
2. In <content block>
2.1. {Focus}
to
[nearest
element] of content type
link
2.2. {Read} <current element>
of content type link
2.3. If
[relevant
element]

content

2.3.1. Goal satisfied
2.4. Else
2.4.1. {Focus} to <next
element> of content
type
2.4.2. Repeat from 2.2
until no elements
remain or relevant
content
element
found or end strategy
40

Locate and User searches for a
Check
piece of information,
Context
and after finding it
backtracks to check if
it is the correct
context
for
the
information

User Goal: Find relevant content to
support higher level goal
(Extended case of Component
Traversal)
1. {Choose} <content block>
2. In <content block>
2.1. {Focus} to <first element>
of any content type
2.2. {Read} <current element>
of content type
2.3. If
[relevant
element]

content

2.3.1. Goal satisfied
2.4. Else
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Strategy
Number

Strategy
Name

I2Web project (Grant no.: 257623)

Strategy Summary

Strategy Task Analysis
2.4.1. {Focus} to <next
element> of content
type
2.4.2. Repeat from 2.2
until no elements
remain or relevant
content
element
found or end strategy
2.5. If no elements remain
2.5.1. End strategy
2.6. Mark [current] element
2.7. {Focus}
to
[nearest
element] of any content
type
2.8. {Read} <current element>
of content type
2.9. If [goal not achieved]
2.9.1. Return to marked
element
2.9.2. Repeat from 2.3
until goal achieved or
end strategy
2.10.

If goal achieved

2.10.1. End strategy
41

Log Out and The user, having
In Again
become lost in the
information
architecture of an
application, logs out
and backs in again.

User Goal: Varied
1. [Locate] logout link
2. {Activate} log out link
3. [Locate] login form
4. [Undertake] login form entry
5. {Activate} login link

42

Version 1.1

Looking for On completing an
Feedback
action in the interface
the user looks for
feedback that the
activity has been
successful. / The user
explores
a
page
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User Goal: Find feedback messages
that confirm
(Special case
Traversal)

of

Component

1. {Choose} <content block>
2. In <content block>
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Strategy
Number

Strategy
Name

I2Web project (Grant no.: 257623)

Strategy Summary
looking specifically for
an error message or
feedback.

Strategy Task Analysis
2.1. {Focus} to <first element>
of any content type
2.2. {Read} <current element>
of content type
2.3. If
[relevant
element]

content

2.3.1. Goal satisfied
2.4. Else
2.4.1. {Focus} to <next
element> of content
type
2.4.2. Repeat from 2.2
until no elements
remain or relevant
content
element
found or end strategy
43

Media
Scroll
Control

The user uses the User Goal: Move to point in the
control to drag to a media
particular point in a 1. {Focus} media control
media presentation
2. {Focus} media control slider
3. {Slide} media control slider to
position

44

45

Media
Section
Navigation

The user makes use of
a link that is a
bookmark to a part of
a
multimedia
presentation
as
opposed to using the
controls in the player

Navigate to The user finds a more
Clearer
simplified way of
Version
viewing
a
page,
allowing them to find
the information they
are looking for.

User Goal: Move to point in the
media
1. [Locate] link for media section
2. {Focus} on link for media
section
3. {Activate}
section

link

for

media

User Goal: Varied
1. Go to address bar of UA
2. Enter alternate site address
3. [Undertake]
alternate site

search

on

4. [Undertake]
strategies
to
achieve goal on alternate site
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I2Web project (Grant no.: 257623)

Strategy
Number

Strategy
Name

Strategy Summary

Strategy Task Analysis

46

Offline
Copy

Instead of reading the
information
onscreen, the user prints
it off (perhaps in large
print or Braille) to
have a hard copy. This
could also apply to
saving an audio file
for offline playback.

User Goal: Varied
For printing case:
1. Print off hard copy
For offline electronic copy:
2. Download file using
download functionality

UA

47

Page
Navigation

The user scrolls and User Goal: Varied
completely replaces 1. User enacts [gesture] to
all information on the
replace entire page of content
screen
with
one
strategies
to
gesture on a mobile 2. [Undertake]
achieve
goal
on
new
page
phone.

48

Pathway
Navigation

The user becomes
familiar with certain
routes or pathways
through a website,
enabling them to
quickly get to the
information they are
looking for. They are
not necessarily the
most efficient way,
and they are quite
fragile, but they work
for the user.

49

50

Version 1.1

Pause
Play

Phonetic
spelling

to In situations where
there is no obvious
mechanism to play a
multimedia
presentation, the user
presses the pause
button
In a situation where
the information does
not make sense, the
user may have a
screen
reader
phonetically read out
the word
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User Goal: Varied
1. Apply strategies to achieve
goal of locating first link in path
2. {Activate} link
3. Apply strategies to achieve
goal of locating next link in
path
4. Repeat from 1 until [user goal]
achieved

User Goal: Play a media file
1. If no button labelled Play is
present
2. [Find] button labelled Pause
3. {Activate} Pause
User Goal: Understand a specific
word.
1. {Choose} word
2. {Read} first letter of word
3. {Read} next letter of word
4. Repeat from 2 until word
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Strategy
Number

Strategy
Name

I2Web project (Grant no.: 257623)

Strategy Summary

Strategy Task Analysis
understood or end of word
reached
5. If word not understood
6. Repeat
1-4
until
word
understood or end of word
reached

51

Physical
Distance

The user moves
device nearer
farther away to
able to view
website.

the User Goal: Varied
or 1. Device is moved physically
be
away from the user
the
2. User undertakes tasks on
device
3. Device is moved physically
nearer to the user
4. Repeat from 1 until goal
achieved or end strategy

52

53

54

Physical
Keyboard

Play
Pause

Player
Volume
Control

The user makes use of User Goal: Varied
a physical keyboard 1. User undertakes tasks
instead of interacting
device using a keyboard
with a smartphone
touchscreen.
to In situations where
there is no obvious
mechanism to pause a
multimedia
presentation, the user
presses
the
play
button
The volume control of
a media player is used
to control the volume
of
the
content
independently of the
user's screen reader.

on

User Goal: Play a media file
1. If no button labelled Pause is
present
2. [Find] button labelled Play
3. {Activate} Play
User Goal: To adjust volume
1. [Find] control for adjusting
volume
2. [Adjust] volume control
3. {Evaluate} volume level
4. Repeat from 2 until goal
achieved or end strategy

55
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Previous - The user uses a User Goal: To navigate to a
Next
previous link and/or previous or next page
Navigation
next link to navigate
1. [Find] previous/next link
between pages of
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Strategy
Number

56

Strategy
Name

I2Web project (Grant no.: 257623)

Strategy Summary

Strategy Task Analysis

content

2. {Activate} link

Read It Back Having entered text
into an input field, the
user has their screen
reader read back all of
what
they
have
entered.

User Goal: Verify text entry
1. Move to front of text field
2. {Read} first letter of word
3. {Read} next letter of word
4. Repeat from 2 until word
understood or end of word
reached
5. If word not understood
5.1. Repeat from 1 until word
understood or end of word
reached

57

Read
the For situations where it User Goal: Varied
Instructions is unclear what do to, 1. [Find] instructions on page
the user expects some
form of instruction,
possibly in the text of
the page.

58

Read The The user makes uses User Goal: Varied
Manual
of a physical manual 1. [Find] instructions for the page
or book to find out
about
a
website
rather than using
online help.

59

Refresh

60

Repeat The For password fields,
Password
where the user is
unable to read back
what
has
been
entered, the user

Version 1.1

The user selects the User Goal: Varied
reload and refresh the
1. {Activate} the refresh of the
page after a timeout
web page
occurs. / The user,
having become lost in
the
information
architecture of an
application, refreshes
the page to reset it.
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User Goal: Enter a correct
password to complete the higher
level goal associated with the form
1. If the form field is a password
field
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Strategy
Number

Strategy
Name

I2Web project (Grant no.: 257623)

Strategy Summary
instead clears and reenters the data.

Strategy Task Analysis
1.1. Enter password
1.2. Move to front of text field
1.3. [Highlight] password field
content
1.4. [Delete]
content

password

field

1.5. Enter password
61

Report
Problem
Email

The user has an issue
- and wishes to report
it as a problem to the
service
provider.
They wish to do so via
email.

User Goal: Report a problem to
website support
1. [Find] web form for reporting
problem
2. If form for reporting problem
found
2.1. Complete and submit form
3. Else if form for reporting
problem not found
3.1. [Find] email address
3.2. If email address found
3.2.1. Send email to email
address
3.3. Else
3.3.1. Give up

62

Report
Problem
Phone

63

Return
home

Version 1.1

The user has an issue User Goal: Report a problem to
- and wishes to report website support
it as a problem to the
1.1. [Find] email address
service
provider.
1.2. If email address found
They wish to do so
through the phone in
1.2.1. Send email to email
order to speak to a
address
person rather than
1.3. Else
through text.
1.3.1. Give up
to The user, having User Goal: To return to safe state
become lost in the
information
architecture of an Site Logo Case
application, returns to 1. [Find] site logo
a known fix point.
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Strategy
Number

I2Web project (Grant no.: 257623)

Strategy
Name

Strategy Summary

Strategy Task Analysis
2. If site logo is link
2.1. {Activate} link
2.2. {Evaluate} if link has led to
[safe state]
Home Link Case
1. [Find] home link
2. If home link found
2.1. {Activate} link

64

Rewind
Fast
Forward
Tandem

- The user alternates
between rewinding
and fast-forwarding a
video until he/she
settles on the time
desired.

User Goal: Move to point in the
media
1. {Focus} media control
2. {Activate} time point on media
control
3. {Evaluate} if time point is
before or after desired time
point
4. If point is before desired time
point
4.1. {Choose}
later
repeat from 2

point,

5. If point is after desired time
point
5.1. {Choose} earlier
repeat from 2
65

Scan
for
Distinct
Presentatio
n

The user is looking for
important
information related to
a task and looks for
differences in the
presentation
of
information
to
identify the important
parts.

point,

User Goal: Find any content
relevant to higher level goal
1. {Choose} <content block>
2. In <content block>
2.1. {Focus} to <first element>
of any content type
2.2. {Read} <current element>
of content type
2.3. {Focus} to <next element>
of content type
2.4. Repeat from 2.2 until no

Version 1.1
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Strategy
Number

Strategy
Name

I2Web project (Grant no.: 257623)

Strategy Summary

Strategy Task Analysis
elements
remain
or
relevant content element
found

66

Scan
left Checking the left hand (Special Case of Component
navigation
side of the page, Traversal)
bar
normally
where User Goal: Find content of relevant
navigation bar or to higher level goal on left hand
further links are, in side of page
order to find an
1. {Choose}
content
block
option of interest.
labelled <left>
2. In <left>
2.1. {Focus} to <first element>
of any content type
2.2. {Read} <current element>
of content type
2.3. If
[relevant
element]

content

2.3.1. Goal satisfied
2.4. Else
2.4.1. {Focus} to <next
element> of content
type
2.4.2. Repeat from 2.2
until no elements
remain or relevant
content
element
found or end strategy
67

Scan
Top The user checks the
Navigation
navigation bar for
Bar
information regarding
where they might find
information on the
site.

(Special Case
Traversal)

of

Component

User Goal: Find content of relevant
to higher level goal in the top
navigation bar
1. {Choose}
content
block
labelled <top navigation>
1. In <top navigation>
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Strategy
Number

Strategy
Name

I2Web project (Grant no.: 257623)

Strategy Summary

Strategy Task Analysis
1.1. {Focus} to <first element>
of any content type
1.2. {Read} <current element>
of content type
1.3. If
[relevant
element]

content

1.3.1. Goal satisfied
1.4. Else
1.4.1. {Focus} to <next
element> of content
type
1.4.2. Repeat from 1.2
until no elements
remain or relevant
content
element
found or end strategy
68

Screen
reader
Refresh

The user resets their 1. [Reset] screen reader
screen reader settings
as if it was a new start

69

Scroll Menu The user explores a
Traversal
scrolling menu, such
that only a few menu
options are visible at a
time, looking for
information that will
aid in accomplishing
the task.

(Special Case
Traversal)

of

Component

User Goal: Find content of relevant
to higher level goal in scrolling
menu
1. {Choose} content block of type
scrolling menu
2. {Read}
options
displayed

currently

3. If relevant content not found
3.1. [Scroll] to display next set
of options
4. Repeat from 2 until no
elements remain or relevant
content found
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Strategy
Number

Strategy
Name

70

Scroll
Bottom

I2Web project (Grant no.: 257623)

Strategy Summary

Strategy Task Analysis

to The user scrolls from User Goal: Varied
the top of the page to 1. {Choose} content block as page
the bottom of the
page
looking
for 2. In page
information / The
2.1. {Scan} content for relevant
user reads the entire
content in current UA/AT
page from start to
viewport
finish (or thereabouts)
2.2. If relevant content found
to determine what is
on it, before homing
2.2.1. {Read}
relevant
on the information
content in current
they are looking for.
UA/AT
2.3. [Scroll down] in UA/AT
viewport to display more
content
2.4. Repeat from 2.1 until
bottom border reached or
end strategy

71

Selective
Navigation

The user explores
links that are related
only to the topic in
which
they
are
interested. / The user
narrows the number
of
options
by
eliminating each one
on a trial and error
basis. / The user
gravitates
towards
links that may literally
seem like what they
are looking for, but
may actually be slang
or
jargon.
Alternatively, the user
tends to look for links
that literally spell out
what they expect it to
do.

User Goal: Find links that lead to
content that supports higher level
goals
(Special case of Link Traversal)
1. {Choose} <content block>
2. In <content block>
2.1. {Focus} to <first element>
of content type link
2.2. {Read} <current element>
of content type link
2.3. {Activate}
<current
element> of content type
link if link appears relevant
2.4. {Evaluate}
activation

effect

of

2.5. If effect of activation did
not lead to relevant page
2.5.1. [Return] to previous
page
2.5.2. {Focus}
<next
element> of content
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Strategy
Number

Strategy
Name

I2Web project (Grant no.: 257623)

Strategy Summary

Strategy Task Analysis
type link
2.5.3. Repeat from 2.3
2.6. If effect of activation led
to relevant page then goal
achieved

72

Shut It Up

The user uses a User Goal: Suppress screen reader
keyboard shortcut to audio
suppress the output 1. [Deactivate] screen reader
of their screen reader
speech
in favour of the audio
2. Listen to website audio
from the website.
3. {Activate}
screen
reader
speech

73

Sighted
Assistance

The user calls upon a User Goal: Varied
sighted assistant to 1. Request
assistance
assist them in finding
sighted peer
the information they
are looking for.

Single
Password

To
address
the User Goal: Remember password
problem of many No process defined.
websites requiring a
password, the user
uses
the
same
password for each
website.

74
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I2Web project (Grant no.: 257623)

Strategy
Number

Strategy
Name

Strategy Summary

75

Submit
And See

It In a situation where
the user wants to
input something, but
the
form
is
unlabelled, the user
inputs information in
the hopes that form
submission yields new
information. Unsure
whether they have
entered all of the
required details into a
form,
the
user
submits the form,
expecting that any
mistakes
will
be
revealed. / Where the
data format of an
input
field
is
ambiguous, the user
provides
more
information than is
perhaps
necessary
rather than cause an
error by having too
little information.

76

Tabbing
Around

Strategy Task Analysis
User Goal: Determine how to fill
out a form for successful
completion of a higher level goal
1. [Find] relevant form
2. Complete form
3. [Find] feedback/error message

The
user
moves User Goal: Various
between form fields 1. {Choose} form
using TAB to move
forward
and 2. [Find] <first element>
content type form field
SHIFT+TAB to move
backward.
3. {Read} form field

of

4. {Evaluate} if form field is
relevant to goals
5. Tab to move to <next element>
of content type form field
6. If user wants to move forward
6.1. Return to 3
7. Else
7.1.1. Shift-tab to move to
[previous element] of
content type form
Version 1.1
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Strategy
Number

Strategy
Name

I2Web project (Grant no.: 257623)

Strategy Summary

Strategy Task Analysis
field
8. Return to 3, repeat until [goal
satisfied] or end strategy

77

Table
Finding

The user expects the (Special case of Component
page to contain a Traversal)
table and will actively User Goal: Find any content
look around the page relevant to higher level goal
to find a table.
1. {Choose} <content block>
2. In <content block>
2.1. {Focus} to <first element>
of any content type
2.2. {Read} <current element>
of content type
2.3. If [relevant table]
2.3.1. Goal satisfied
2.4. Else
2.4.1. {Focus} to <next
element> of content
type
2.4.2. Repeat from 2.2
until no elements
remain or [relevant
table]
content
element found

78

Task
Accelerator

The user makes use of User Goal: Varied
a feature of the No process defined.
application that will
allow
them
to
complete
a
task
faster.

79

Text Block The user moves from (Special case of Component
Traversal
block of text to block Traversal)
of text having the User Goal: Find any content
screen reader voice relevant to higher level goal
the first few words.
1. {Choose} <content block>
2. In <content block>
2.1. {Focus} to <first element>
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Strategy
Number

Strategy
Name

I2Web project (Grant no.: 257623)

Strategy Summary

Strategy Task Analysis
of any content type
2.2. {Read} <current element>
of content type
2.3. If [relevant text]
2.3.1. Goal satisfied
2.4. Else
2.4.1. {Focus} to <next
element> of content
type
2.4.2. Repeat from 2.2
until no elements
remain or [relevant
text] content element
found

80

Tool
tip The user hovers a User Goal: Understand he purpose
Referencing cursor
over
an of a piece of content or application
application element element
to display a tooltip
No process defined.

81

Top Bar - The user checks the User Goal: Varied
Bottom Bar top and bottom of a 1. [Find] media player
media player to find
2. {Focus} on top bar
controls.
3. {Read} top bar for controls
4. {Focus} on bottom bar
5. {Read} bar for controls

82

Top
or The user checks the
Bottom of top or bottom of the
Links List
list of links within
their screen reader,
particularly where the
list of links is very
long.

User Goal: Find link relevant to
support higher level goal
(Special case
Traversal)

of

Component

1. {Choose} <content block>
2. In <content block>
2.1. {Focus} to <first element>
of content type link
2.2. {Read} <current element>
of content type link
2.3. If
[relevant
element]
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Strategy
Number

Strategy
Name

I2Web project (Grant no.: 257623)

Strategy Summary

Strategy Task Analysis
2.3.1. Goal satisfied
2.4. Else
2.4.1. {Focus} to [last
element] of content
type
2.4.2. {Read}
<current
element> of content
type link
2.4.3. If relevant
2.4.3.1. Goal
Satisfied
2.4.4. Else
2.4.4.1.

83

Top
Bottom
Page

End Strategy

or The user checks the User Goal: Finding relevant
of top or bottom of the information to support higher level
page
for
useful goal
information such as User Goal: Finding relevant
navigation bars
information to support higher level
goal
1. {Choose} content block <top>
2. In content block <top>
2.1. {Focus} to <first element>
of any content type
2.2. {Read} <current element>
of content type
2.3. If
[relevant
element]

content

2.3.1. Goal satisfied
2.4. Else
2.4.1. {Focus} to <next
element> of content
type
2.4.2. Repeat from 2.2
until no elements
remain or relevant
content
element
found or end strategy
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Strategy
Number

Strategy
Name

I2Web project (Grant no.: 257623)

Strategy Summary

Strategy Task Analysis
2.5. If [no elements remain]
2.5.1. {Choose}
bottom
content block
2.5.2. Repeat from 5.

84

Typical
Places

The user looks to User Goal: Finding relevant
typical places for information to support higher level
elements that are goal
common to many 1. Identify typical content blocks
websites.
for relevant content to task.
For all content blocks
2. {Choose} content block
3. In content block
3.1. {Focus} to <first element>
of any content type
3.2. {Read} <current element>
of content type
3.3. If
[relevant
element]

content

3.3.1. Goal satisfied
3.4. Else
3.4.1. {Focus} to <next
element> of content
type
3.4.2. Repeat from 3.2
until no elements
remain or relevant
content
element
found or end strategy
3.5. If [no elements remain]
3.5.1. {Choose}
content block

next

3.5.2. Repeat from 3.
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Strategy Summary

Strategy Task Analysis

85

Unity
through
Proximity

The user focuses on User Goal: Varied
items
that
are No process defined.
grouped together by
shape or appearance,
often at the expense
of ignoring closely
related items that do
not share the same
form.

86

Vertical
Panning

The user moves the User Goal: Varied
viewport vertically up 1. {Move} viewport from current
and down the page to
position
towards
bottom
gain a view of
boundary of screen
hierarchies and subhierarchies
of 2. {Stop} viewport move when
relevant content for achieving
information on a
goal is encountered in the
page.
centre of the viewport
3. Repeat from 1 until bottom
boundary is reached or goal
achieved or [new panning
strategy chosen]
4. {Move} viewport from current
position towards top boundary
of screen
5. {Stop} viewport move when
relevant content for achieving
goal is encountered in the
centre of the viewport
6. Repeat from 4 until top
boundary is reached or goal
achieved or [new panning
strategy chosen]
Return to 1

87

Version 1.1

Write
Down

It To
address
the User Goal: Varied
problem of having lots No process defined.
of passwords, some of
which
may
use
numbers
or
characters, the user
writes the passwords
down
either
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electronically
physically.

Strategy Task Analysis
or

88

X Marks the The user uses their User Goal: Mark item for later
Spot
assistive technology return
to create a virtual 1. {Activate} marker in AT on
"marker" on the page
content element
at a particular point,
allowing them to
return to that point
easily in future.

89

Zoom In

90

Zoom out - The user zooms out so
Scan - Zoom that the viewport
In
shows more of the
page/application to
gain an overview of
the
structure
of
information on the
page, and then zooms
in on specific features.

The user uses the User Goal: Zoom in on content
zoom feature of the 1. {Activate}
Zoom
in
web
browser
functionality
(typically controlled
by the keyboard) to 2. {Move} viewport through
panning to content of interest.
enlarge sections of
the webpage.
User Goal: Get an overview of
content architecture and then
return to individual content blocks
or pieces of content
1. {Activate}
functionality

Zoom

out

2. {Scan} overall page
3. {Activate}
functionality

Zoom

in

4. {Move} viewport through
panning to content of interest
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